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CHAPTER I 

THE CONJUGATE COORDINATE SYSTEM 

Introduction 

The plotting of points in the complex plane and a 

certain amount of the algebra of complex n\imbers is com

monly studied in introductory college algebra courses. 

This study often ends with the graphical display of the 

n nth roots of a complex number as given by DeMoivre's 

theorem. It is possible to extend these basic ideas in 

the development of an analytic geometry of the complex 

plane. It is the aim of this paper to explain the develop

ment of one such system, called the conjugate coordinate 

system, and to illustrate some of its features, using the 

ellipse as the chief example. 

The idea of conjugate coordinates for plane Euclidian 

geometry has not been explored extensively. An informal 

survey of Mathematical Reviews (1) shows relatively few 

papers making use of the method and J. L. Coolidge's rather 

exhaustive history of geometrical methods (2) does not 

mention it. 

One elementary exposition of the topic of conjugate 

coordinates, especially as applied to the modern geometry 

of the triangle and the geometry of parabolas, hyperbolas 

and cycloids, is found in a paper written by Walter B. 
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Carver and published as a supplement to the American 

Mathematical Monthly in November, 1956 (3). Professor 

Carver claims no originality of method or results and 

refers to the work of Frank Morley published near 1900 

as an example of an earlier use of conjugate coordinates. 

Morley also wrote a textbook titled Inverslve Geometry 

ik), published in 1933, which gives some explanation of 

the method. The results of Euclidian geometry obtained 

by the use of conjugate coordinates are, especially in 

Carver's paper, essentially the same as those obtained in 

synthetic geometry. 

The remaining sections of this chapter constitute 

a development of the conjugate coordinate system. In sev

eral instances Carver's work is followed closely. 

Definition of Terms 

A complex number A is defined as a number of the 

form a + bi where a and b are real numbers and 

i*" = -1. By use of elementary trigonometry, A may be 

written in the polar form as 

A = r(cos e + i sin 0). 

According to Euler's formula A may be written in the 

exponential form 

A = re'® 



where r is Va* + b^, 9 is an angle expressed in radian 

measure, and e is the natural base of logarithms. The 

quantity r is called the modulus, or absolute value, of 

A and the angle 9 is called the amplitude, or argument, 

of A. 

A vector directed from the origin of the complex 

coordinate system to the point in the plane determined by 

the complex number A is called the vector A. The rela

tionship of A, a, b, r, 

Fig. 1 

and e is displayed graphically in Figure 1. 

Let the symbol "K represent the complex conjugate 

of the complex number A. Since 

A = a + bi = re le 

it follows that 



A - a - bi = re 

The point A is the reflection of point A in the real 

axis. 

If A has a modulus of 1, it is called a turn and 

corresponds to a point on the circle of radius 1 and with 

center at the origin ik). That the conjugate of a turn 

is a turn, the sum of turns is a turn, and the product of 

turns is a turn may be readily verified by inspecting a 

turn written in the form 

t = e** . 

The modulus of A is the length of the vector A. 

and may be found by the relation 

|A| = VAT . 

The sum of two vectors A. and B. is the diagonal 

drawn from the origin to the opposite vertex of the paral

lelogram of which A. and B. are sides and directed from 

the origin to the opposite vertex (see Figure 2). The 

difference of A, and B. denoted by A. - ̂  is the vector 

joining the remaining two vertices of the parallelogram and 

directed from B toward A. The difference B - A. is a 

vector joining the same two points, but is oppositely 

directed. Vector addition as thus defined is commutative 

while subtraction is not. 



The distance between the two points A and B is 

the absolute value of the vector joining them and is given 

by the expression 

d = HJtA - B)(A - B) . 

Fig. 2 

The Transformation Equations 

The conjugate coordinate system may be defined in 

terms of the familiar Cartesian coordinate system by 

writing the transformation 

1.1 X = X + lY 
y = X - iY 

and its inverse 

1.2 X = l/2(x + y) 
Y = l/2i(x - y) 



where X and Y are the real coordinates of a point in 

the Cartesian system and x and y are the conjugate 

coordinates of a point in the newly defined conjugate 

coordinate system. Note that in contrast to the Cartesian 

system, either x or y is sufficient to specify unambigu

ously a point in the conjugate system, and that each is 

readily obtained from the other by writing its complex 

conjugate. 

Self-conjugate Equations 

An equation of the form 

P(X,Y) = 0 

where P(X,Y) is a proper polynominal having real coef

ficients, represents an algebraic curve in Cartesian co

ordinates. By means of the transformation 1.1, this 

equation may be transformed into an equation of the form 

p(x,y) = 0 

in the conjugate coordinate system. Since the transfor

mation equations are linear and have complex coefficients, 

the expression p(x,y) will be of the same degree as 

P(X,Y) and will have complex coefficients. 

The conjugate of the expression p(x,y) is formed 

by replacing each variable and each coefficient by its 



complex conjugate and is designated as p(x,y) or p(y,x) 

In order for the equation p(x,y) = 0 to represent a 

curve in the conjugate system it is necessary that 

1-3 p(x,y) s mp(y,x) 

where m is a non-zero constant. If p(x,y) satisfies 

this condition it is called a self-conjugate polynomial 

and the equation p(x,y) = 0 is called a self-con jugate 

equation. 

To show the necessity of condition 1.3? assume 

that p(x,y) is irreducible, or prime, in the sense that 

it cannot be expressed as the product of two or more 

proper polynomials. If the equation p(x,y) = 0 is to 

have a curve as its locus it must be satisfied by an 

Infinite number of pairs (x,,y|). Recalling that the 

equating of a complex expression to zero implies that 

both the real part and the real coefficient of the imagi

nary part equal zero, we see that the statement 

p(X|,y| ) = 0 implies the equivalent statement 

p(ŷ  ,x^) = 0 since the formation of the conjugate has 

the effect of simply changing the sign of the coefficient 

of the imaginary part of the expression. This means that 

P(x,,yj ) = p(y, ,x,) = 0 
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for an Infinite number of pairs (x, ,y, ). Since two rela

tively prime polynomials can vanish simultaneously at only 

a finite number of points, this implies that p(x,y) and 

p(y,x) have a common factor which contradicts our initial 

assumption. The only alternative is that the two expressions 

are identical, except perhaps for a constant factor (5). 

Since the transformation equations (1.1, 1.2) are 

linear, equations changed from one system to the other will 

not be changed in degree. In particular, linear equations 

in Cartesian coordinates transform into linear equations 

in conjugate coordinates. As an example, consider the 

Cartesian coordinate axes 

X = 0, Y = 0 

which transform into the self-conjugate equations 

x + y = 0, x - y = 0 

which are the equations of the coordinate axes in the 

conjugate coordinate system and are called the axis of 

reals and the axis of imaginaries, respectively. 

If the general line aX + bY = x in Cartesian co

ordinates is transformed to the conjugate system, the 

equation becomes 

1.^ (ai + b)x + (ai - b)y = 2ci 
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which is again linear in x and y. The conjugate of this 

equation is 

(-ai + b)y + (-ai - b)x = -2ci 

which is identical with equation 1.^. 

A map equation of a curve in conjugate coordinates 

is an equation of the form x = f(t) or y = g(t) where 

f and g are polynomial functions and t is a turn. By 

eliminating the turn, which may be considered a parameter, 

between the given map equation and its implied conjugate, 

we can obtain the self-conjugate equation of the curve. 

This emphasizes one of the important features of the con-

Jugate coordinates system, namely, that each coordinate 

of a point implies its conjugate coordinate and that each 

map equation (representing a curve) implies its conjugate 

map equation. 

The Equation of a Straight Line 

The equation of an arbitrary straight line may be 

written with the aid of an auxiliary point which is the 

reflection of the origin in the line. This auxiliary 

point is called the reflex point and is designated as 

point r in Figure 3̂  

If the variable point x remains on the line, the 

vectors 3̂  and 3c - x will be of the same length and we 
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may write 

X - r. = ts 

where t is a variable turn. If the procedure outlined 

Fig. 3 

in the preceeding section is followed, we find that the 

map equation of the line to be 

1.5 X = r/(l - t). 

The conjugate of this equation is 

1.6 y = X = tr/(t - 1). 

Eliminating the turn t between 1.5 and 1.6 gives 

rx + ry = rr 

and if r ̂  0, the equation may be divided by r to 
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obtain 

1.7 Tx + y = Tr 

'Uo 
where T is the fixed turn 7/T = e " . Note that the 

ang-ular distance between x and x is 28, which accounts 

for the form of T. 

If the line passes through the origin, then r = 0; 

consequently the derivation of 1.7 is invalid. To deal 

with this situation, assume the auxiliary point s which 

Fig. k 

lies on a line passing through the origin and perpendicular 

to the line in question. We may write 

X - s = t(x + s) 

which yields the map equation 
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^ - 5(1 •*- t) 
^ " 1 - t 

The conjugate equation is 

y = s(t + 1) 
t - 1 5 

and, upon eliminating t, we have 

sx + sy = 0. 

Division by s gives 

Tx + y = 0, 

which is of the same form as 1.7. Equation 1.7 may 

now be regarded as a standard form of the equation of a 

straight line. The constant turn T, which is the clinant, 

determines the orientation of the line in the plane in a 

manner which will be explored more fully at the end of this 

section. 

To devise a method for calculating the area enclosed 

by the triangle in Figure 5, whose vertices are the points 

X,, Xj, and X3, we draw perpendiculars from the vertices 

to the SLxis of reals which form a figure consisting of 

three trapezoids, each having a segment of the axis of 

reals as one side. The desired area will be given by 

A = -area X|PRx2. + area X3QRX2 •»* area x,PQx 3 • 
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The length of side PR can be found by subtracting one-

half the sum of x, and its conjugate y, from one-half 

of the sum of Xj. and its conjugate y^ . The length of 

side Px, is found by taking one-half of the difference 

X, 

Fig. 5 

X, - y. and dividing by i. Following the same procedure 

for all the sides involved, the expression for the area 

may be rewritten as 

A «̂  - ̂ (x 3, + y^) -

+ ̂ (X2 + y^) -

•*'B-(x3 + y^) -

iUy + y, )l(i/2i)[«x^ 

i(x3 + y3)](i/2i)[i(xz 

Kx, + y^)](l/2i)[K X , -

yi ) 
y*) 

y^) 

+ i ( x i -

+ Kx, -

+ i ( x , -

y,)] 

yj)] 

yi)] 

After some rearrangement, we obtain 

A = (-1/̂ 1) [(x,y3 - x^y, ) - (x.ŷ ^ - x̂ y, ) - (x̂ ŷ  - x^y^)] 

or 



l > f 

= ^ A = ^ 

xi y, 1 

xi y^ 1 

^3 73 1 

If one of the points is variable, the equation of a line 

through two points, x and x , may be written as 

1.8 

X y 1 

^i Vi 1 

xi y^ 1 

= 0, 

or, upon expanding the determinant, 

Cyi - y2)x - (xi - xz)y + x»yi - x̂ y, = 0. 

Division by the coefficient of y yields 

1.9 
y " y X + y 
X - X ^ 

X y - X y 
X - X 

which, upon comparison with equation 1.7, reveals that 

T = - y» " y«-
X| — Xx . 

To determine the relation of the clinant of a line 

and its slope m, apply the transformation 1.1 to equation 

1.10, which gives 

T = - (Xi - Yii) - (Xt - Yxi) 
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Recalling that 

Yt - Y^ 
^ = X. - Xa. , 

we may write, after some rearrangement of terms, 

1.11 m _ m + 1 
^ " m - i . 

Another illustration of this relation which gives a useful 

result may be obtained by calculating the clinant of a 

line perpendicular to a line of slope m . The slope of 

such a line is 

*• mi , 

and upon substituting in equation 1.11 we have 

rn «. -mi - i 

^^ m, - 1 

or 

T, = -T z - -J. I 

Thus we may conclude that if two lines are perpendicular, 

the clinant of each is the negative of the clinant of the 

other. 

The clinant of a horizontal line is -1, of a ver

tical line, 1, and of a line whose inclination is k5 , i. 
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The clinants of lines having other inclinations may be 

readily calculated from equation 1.11. 

To find the clinant of the bisector Lj of the angle 

formed by the intersection of two lines, L| and L^, we 

Fig. 6 

observe from Figure 6 that 

or 

Therefore, 

Sj + e^ = 29, 

9| - 9* — 93 - 8^ . 

e i ( e i - ©3) = ei(®3 - ® i ) 

or 

1L 
ti ti 
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and 

t, = ± Vvtl . 

The ambiguous sign yields the clinants of both bisectors. 

Some of the work that is to follow will require that 

we know the equation of a circle having its center at the 

origin and a radius of arbitrary length |R| . We see in 

Fig. 7 

Figure 7 that if R is a fixed point on such a circle 

and X is a variable point on the circle, then 

X = tR . 

The conjugate of this equation is 

y = R/t 

and upon multiplying we have 
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1.12 xy = tR-R/t = R"*" . 

This is the desired equation. 

The Derivative dy/dx 

Assume we have a map equation 

1.13 X = R(t), 

which represents some curve, and its conjugate 

l.lH y = R(l/t) 

which are both analytic in some neighborhood of t. 

Following the. usual procedure for finding a derivative, 

we write 

AX = R(t •*• At) - R(t) 

and —-

Ay = R(t I At) - S(l/t) 

and form the ratio 

Ay ^ R(t I At) " S(V-t) 
1-1? "A7 ~ R(t + At) - R(t) 

If X = R(t) is a point on the curve, then x = R(t + At) 

is a nearby point when At is small. Similiarly, 

y = S(l/t) and y = H(^ 4. ^0 represent the same two 
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points. Making these substitutions in equation 1.15 and 

comparing with equation 1.10, we see that this is the 

x==Rct) 

Fig. 8 

negative of the clinant of the chord connecting the points 

X I and Xĵ . 

Now, if At approaches zero, x j, approaches Xj 

and the clinant of the chord approaches the clinant of the 

tangent to the curve at Xj. Hence we may write 

1.16 J - _ lim Ay _ _ dy 
At-K) 4X 

dfl 
dxj t =t. . 

The quantity ^ may be obtained by solving the self-

conjugate equation of the curve for y and differentiating 

with respect to x; by differentiating the self-conjugate 

equation implicitly and solving the result for ^Z; or by 

differentiating equations 1.13 and 1.1^ with respect to 
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t and writing 

1.17 ^ = dy/dt /dx \ 
dx dx/dt. Var ̂  7 

To verify this procedure in a simple case, the 

straight line equation 1.7 may be solved for y and 

then differentiated. This yields 

y = T(r - x) 

and 

dx 

which agrees with equation l.l6. The same result is 

obtained by the other two procedures suggested in the pre

ceding paragraph. 



CHAPTER II 

THE ELLIPSE IN THE CONJUGATE COORDINATE SYSTEM 

The Self-conjugate Equation of an Ellipse 

A point on a radius of a circle which rolls inside 

a fixed base circle traces a curve called a hypotrochoid. 

The hypotrochoid formed when the radius of the rolling 

circle is one-half that of the base circle is of special 

interest. We will write the equation of this special hypo

trochoid and show that it is an ellipse. For convenience, 

choose as the base circle the unit circle having radius one 

unit in length and with its center at the origin. Let the 

Fig. 9 

21 
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length of vector PQ in Figure 9 be kV2 (0 i k ^ 1) 

and let point P be described by the complex coordinate 

y. To write an expression for y in terms of a turn t, 

we observe that 

y = vector OP = vector OQ •>• vector QP 

= ie^^ + ik^ei(^- ®) 

2.1 = ie^® - ik*e-^^ 

and, since e^® = t, 

y = t̂  - k^ 

2.2 ^ 2t . 

The conjugate of this map equation is 

2.3 - X = i ^ ^ ^ 

If angle 9 is increased by 1T radians in equation 

2.1 we have 

which is the negative of the original quantity. Upon com

parison with Figure 1 we see that this property implies 

the symmetry of the hypotrochoid with respect to the origin. 

Thus the loci of map equations 2.2 and 2.3 and the loci 
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of the equations formed by changing the signs of the right 

members of 2.2 and 2.3 are all identical. Following 

the pattern of Weaver (6), we shall use 

2.k X = ^^^^ " ^ = P(t). 
2t 

That this is the equation of an ellipse having foci at 

±ki may be demonstrated by showing that the sum of the 

distances from a point P(t) on the curve to the foci is 

not dependent on the turn t. 

The vector from the point ki to a point P(t) on 

the curve is 

k H * - 1 - ki or (l/2t)(kt - i)"" 
2t 

and its length is 

V(l/2t)(kt - i)* • (t/2)(k/t + i)^ 

= (l/2t) [t(k«-+ 1) "t-k(t^ - l)i] . 

The vector from the point -ki to the point P(t) 

is 

'̂̂ ^̂ "' ^ + ki or (l/2t)(kt + i)"-

and its length is 

(l/2t) [t(k^ -»- 1) - k(t'- - l)i] . 



2k 

The sum of the two lengths is k^ + 1 which is independent 

of t. 

Careful inspection of Figure 9 reveals an easy point-

by-point construction of the ellipse. A straight-edge may 

be marked at points M', P', Q', and N' corresponding 

to points M, P, Q, and N, respectively. If Q' is 

placed on the circumference of th3 circle with center at 

0 and radius i, and if M' and N' are placed on the 

coordinate axes, P' will lie on the ellipse. (This pro

cedure is essentially the same as finding points on the 

ellipse by drawing the rolling circle in successive 

positions.) A problem often posed in elementary calculus 

texts involves a ladder (MN) sliding down a vertical 

wall and across a horizontal floor. The rungs of such a 

ladder trace ellipses and the middle rung (Q) traces a 

circle. 

An interesting feature exhibited in Figure 9 is the 

fact that the points M and N, which are the ends of a 

diameter of the rolling circle, always remain in contact 

with the coordinate axes. To establish this we observe 

that arc RS is equal to arc RN and therefore angle NQR 

is 29. A horizontal line through Q bisects angle NQR 

and its vertical angle OQM. A vertical line through Q 

bisects angle OQN. Since the segments OQ, QM, and QN 

are all radii of the same circle, the triangles 0(̂ 1 and 
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OQN are isosceles and have segments CM and ON, respectively, 

as bases. 

To find the self-conjugate equation of the ellipse, 

we may eliminate t between equations 2.2 and 2.3. 

Solving for t we have 

t = (l/2k*)(2x ± V̂ x*- + ^k^) 

and 

t = (a/2)(-2y ± f\jky^ + J+k̂ ) . 

Upon equating these two expressions and simplifying, we 

have 

k(x + k*y)(k*x + y) = (k* - 1)*-

which is the desired equation. 

The clinant of the tangent to the ellipse at the 

general point P(t) is given by 

™ - dy/dt ^ t*•^ k^ 
^ " " dx/dt •" k*t» + 1 . dx/dt 

When k = 1, T = 1, which implies that the ellipse has 

degenerated into a vertical straight line segment. When 

k = 0, T = t, which implies that the ellipse has become 

a circle when the distance between the foci is zero. This 

may also be verified by inspection of equations 2.2 and 
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2.3, which give y and x, respectively, as a constant 

multiple of t. 

By assigning appropriate values for the turn t in 

equation 2.M-, we see that the coordinates of the vertices 

of the ellipse are ±i-(k'*' + 1)1, the coordinates of the co-

vertices are jri-(k* - 1) and the lengths of the major and 

minor axes are k* + 1 and k^ - 1, respectively. 

Fig. 10 

The eccentricity of the ellipse in Figure 10 is 

given by the ratio 

. OF _ 
e - OV " 

ki 
i(k*+ 1)1 

2k 
k*+ 1 

From this expression we see that as k varies from 0 to 

1, e varies from 0 to 1, bearing out an earlier obser

vation of the same relationship. 
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The clinant of both directrices is -1 and the 

upper directrix passes through the point (i/̂ k)(k'*' + 1)*"! 

while the lower directrix passes through the point 

(-i/̂ k)(k»' + l)i. The equations of the directrices may 

be written as 

2.5 x-y = :fcU-lti 
2k 

Similarly, the equations of the focal chords are 

X - y = ±2ki . 

Using the coordinates of the vertices and co-vertices and 

comparing with equation 1.12, we may write the equations 

of the major and minor auxiliary circles as 

xy = i(k* + 1)"-

and 

xy = i(k^ - 1)^ . 

The Equation of the Tangent to an Ellipse 

The problem of finding the equation of the tangent 

to the ellipse may be approached by writing the map 

equation 

2.6 « _ k*tit - 1 
I ^ " t. + t 
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where t, is a constant turn (6). When t = t,, this 

curve and the ellipse have a common point. Using formula 

1.17 the clinant of the tangent to this curve when t = t, 

is 

T = -TCt + t. )(-t. )-(k^ - t.t)1 r (t + t.)"- 1 

, L u + t, ;* J-[(t + t. )(kn,)(kn.t - i)J 

- tt + k* k»tt + 1 

Similarly, the clinant of the tangent to the ellipse when 

t = t, is 

T = L 2tr J LkHf "•-1 

- tf + k*-
k*t? + 1 

Equation 2.6 therefore represents a curve tangent to the 

ellipse at a point determined by t,, and since t| is 

arbitrary, 2.6 represents a family of such curves. 

If it is assTomed for the moment that 2.6 repre

sents a straight line, the intersections with the coordi

nate axes will occur when t = ±1. These intercepts are 

k*t, - 1 
^r " 1 + t, 

and 
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Xi = -
k*t, > 1 
t. - 1 

Writing the complex conjugates of these coordinates we 

have 

yr = 
- k* - t, 

t, + 1 

and 

yi = 
k'- + t. 
t, - 1 

The tangent must always pass through these two points. 

The self-conjugate equation may be obtained by writing 

k*t. -1 
t» + 1 

k^- t. 
t, + 1 

_k^t. + 1 k^ + t, 
t. - 1 t, - 1 

= 0 , 

which simplifies to 

2.7 (t? + k*)x + (k^t^ + l)y = t»(k^ - 1). 

The self-conjugate equation of equation 2.6 can 

also be found by writing the expression for y and elimi

nating t between this expression and equation 2.6. For 

y we have 
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_ k(l/tt, - 1) ^ k^ - tt. 
1/t + 1/t, t, + t 

Elimination of t produces, after some manipulation, 

equation 2.7 again. We may therefore conclude that 

2.7 is the map equation of the line tangent to the ellipse 



CHAPTER III 

THEOREMS INVOLVING THE ELLIPSE 

The Reflective Property and Other Theorems 

As a means of illustrating some of the ideas and 

methods that have been developed in the conjugate co

ordinate system we will state and prove several theorems 

involving the ellipse. 

The well-known reflective property of the ellipse 

can be proved by showing that angle FPF' (see Figure 11) 

Fig. 11 

is bisected by the perpendicular to AB at point P. Cal

culating the clinant of the normal, we find it to be 

3.1 -(k̂  + tl) 
Is.'^tf + 1 

The clinants of FP and F'P are, respectively, 

31 
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T - ^1 " y T - ki + y 
^ " ki + X and ^ ' ki - x 

where x = P(ti) and y = P(t; ). Recalling that the 

clinant of the bisector of an angle is the mean proportional 

to the clinants of the initial and terminal sides, we may 

write the relation 

T,T̂ . = Ti . 

Now 

TrV = k»- + X* 

_[• k^ t- t.]"" 
~U*t?- + ij 

which, by comparison with equation 3.1 is clearly equal 

to T . Note that in squaring this quantity we lose the 

assurance that it is the normal to the tangent which bisects 

angle FPF', but the other possibility is that the tangent 

itself bisects the opposite angles formed at point P. 

This, however is tantamount to the original proposition, 

so the demonstration stands. 

THEOREM: The product of the two (perpendicular) 

distances of the foci from a tangent is a constant, inde

pendent of the point of contact. 
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Fig. 12 

The length of the segment EM in Figure 12 is 

FM = 
(t^ + k^)ki + (kHt + l)(-ki) - t. (k^ - 1) 

VrtPTk^KknTTTT 

and the length of segment F'M' is 

F'M I = 
(t^ •>• k^)(-ki) + (k̂ t? + l)(ki) - t.(k^ - 1) 

^(t^ + k )(k*t7 + 1) 

Forming the product EM-F'M' yields 

EMSF'M' = 
(-t.(k'̂  - 1))^ + k^(t^k^ - k"t! 

-̂(t + k )(k t +1) 
- if 

= (k" - 1)' 
• — n — 
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which is independent of the point of tangency. Note also 

that this product is the square of the semi-minor axis 

which would have to be the case when the point of tangency 

is a co-vertex. 

THEOREM: A line joining the point of tangency of 

an ellipse and a focus of the ellipse forms a right angle 

with a line joining that focus and the intersection of the 

directrix nearest that focus with the tangent line. 

Fig. 13 

It is to be shown that EM in FigTire 13 is perpendicular 

to FP. This can be done by calculating the clinants of 

each segment and observing that each is a negative of the 

other. The coordinates of point M are found by solving 

equations 2.5 and 2.7 simultaneously to obtain 
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2kt. (k^ - 1) 4- (k^ + 1)^ (k^tT + 1)1 

2k(k* + 1)(1 + tf) 

and 

^ 
- 2kt.(k'' - 1) - (k^ + I)'- (k^ -h t̂ )l 
" 2k(k* H- i ) ( i -»-1^) 

The coordinates of F are 

and 

Xc = ki 

7f = -ki 

and the clinant of the segment joining the two points is 

•p = - y*̂  " y^ 
X«v " Xp 

- (k •*• tii)' 
.kti- i)'- , 

which is now obviously a turn since the numerator and 

denominator are conjugates. 

This expression is to be compared with the clinant 

of the segment FP which is found by using the coordinates 

of P (equation 2.1^) and the coordinates of F as before. 

We have 
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T = - yi> - yr 
X, - Xf 

. (k •>- tii)^ 

"(kt,- i)^ 

and thus the two segments form a right angle at F. 

Since the ellipse is symmetrical about its minor 

axis and since point P is entirely arbitrary, we may con

clude on the basis of the foregoing proof that segment 

F'M' is perpendicular to segment F'P. 

THEOREM: The line passing through the center of 

an ellipse and through a point of tangency intersects the 

perpendiculars to that tangent which pass through the foci 

at the directrices nearest the respective foci. 

^ / D 

F\^ 

_ i yv^ 

Fig. 11+ 
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The equation of the line OP in Figure 1^ is 

(k* - tf)x - (kHf - l)y = 0, 

and its intersection with the directrix D at point Q 

is 

. -(k̂ t> - l)(k^ ->• 1)̂ . 
2k(l - t?)(k^ + 1) ̂  

3 2 - (1 - k^tT)(k^ -f 1)1 
2k(l - t^) 

The equation of line FR is 

(tT + k*)x - (k»t^ + l)y = (k» + 1)(1 + tt)ki 

and the intersection of FR with D is 

(1 - k^tt)(k^ + l)i 
X = 2k(l - t}) 

which is the same as equation 3.2. This implies that the 

intersections of D with OP and D with RF coincide. 

Since the ellipse with its directrices is symmetric with 

respect to the minor axis, it is unnecessary to repeat the 

argument to conclude that point Q* is the intersection 

of D', OP, and R'F. 

THEOREM: Lines passing through a point on an 

ellipse and through the co-vertices intersect the major 
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axis (produced) in inverse points with respect to the major 

auxiliary circle. Similarly, lines passing through a point 

on an ellipse and through the vertices intersect the minor 

axis (produced) in inverse points with respect to the minor 

auxiliary circle. 

Two points are inverse points with respect to a 

circle if they (a) lie on a line with and on the same side 

of the center of the circle and (b) have distances from the 

center such that the product of their distances is equal 

to the square of the radius of the circle. Condition (a) 

of this definition is fulfilled by hypothesis for the 

points in question. It remains then to be shown then that 

OA-OB = i(k* + if 

and 

CM-ON = i(k^ - if . 
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The coordinates of points C and P in Figure 15 

are respectively, 

x = -i(k* - 1), y = -i(k* - 1) 

< 

and 

X = (l/2t.)(k*t^ - 1), y = (l/2t,)(k^ - t?). 

The equation of the line joining them is 

i[(l/t.)(k«' -tt) + (k» - l)]x - i[(l/t,)(kH? - 1) + (k* - l)]y 

= - i(k* - l)(l/t,)(k* - tt) +i(kHt - l)(l/t|)(k* - 1) 

or 

2(k* - t,)x - 2(k̂ ti - l)y = (t. - l)(k*' - 1). 

The intersection of this line with the major axis, whose 

equation is x + y = 0, is 

(k* + l)(t,- 1) 
X = -

2(t, -̂  1) 

This is point A in Figure 15. The distance from 0 to 

A is 

,xi = fk^ •»• i)(t» - 1 
•^ 2Cti + 1 

By similar manipulations the equation of segment Q*P is 
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foomd to be 

2(k* + tjx + 2(kH. + l)y = (k̂ * - 1)(1 + t, ). 

Simultaneous solution of this equation with the equation 

of the major axis yields 

^ . (k^ + 1)(1 + t.) 
2(1 - t.) 

which is point B in Figure 15. 

The distance OB is 

, , ^ (k^ •«- 1)(1 + t,) 
»̂ » 2(1- t.) 

and, forming the product OA.OB we have 

nK nj, -. (k^ •*• l)(k^ + 1)(1 -̂  t.)(l - t.) 

^(1 + t.)(l - t,) 

= i(k^ + 1)^ . 

Proof of the second part of the theorem proceeds 

in an entirely similar way. The coordinates of vertex V 

are 

X = i(k^ + l)i and y = -i(k'- + l)i 

and the equation of the line through this point and P is 
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2[(k'* - tl) + t.(k* + l)i]x - 2[(k^t? - 1) - t,(k^ + l)i]y 

= i(k^ + l)(k^ - t?) + i(kH^ - l)(k^ + 1). 

Solving simultaneously with the equation of the minor axis, 

X - y = 0, shows the coordinate of point M to be 

^ . (k^ -!)(!+ t» 
2(1 + t;i)̂  

The equation of the line through P and V» is 

2[(k^ - t t ) - t . ( k * + l ) i ] x - 2[(k*t^ - 1) + t . ( k ^ + l ) i ] y 

= -i(k«- + l ) ( k * - t?) - K k ' t t - l ) (k^ + 1) 

and its intersection with the minor axis is 

_ -(1 + t^)(k* - 1) 
^ - 2(1 - t»i) 

The product CM.ON is now 

(1 + tt)^ (k*-- 1)"- ^^^^ ^^^ 
QM-ON = i:jQfTTt)»^ "̂  *̂  •* ' 

which completes the proof of the theorem. 

Pascal's Theorem 

One of the most striking and fruitful theorems of 

advanced geometry is that stated by Blaise Pascal in 16^0 

(when he was sixteen years old) concerning the so-called 
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"mystic hexagon". The theorem in its most general form 

states that if a hexagon is inscribed in a conic, the inter

sections of the opposite sides are collinear. The line 

thus determined is called the Pascal line. This seemingly 

simple theorem has, according to Pascal himself, over four 

hundred corollaries, embracing the conies of Apollonius 

and other results (9). Johnson (10) writes concerning a 

special case of Pascal's theorem: 

If six points are marked on a circle, we may draw 
connectors so as to form a hexagon (not necessarily 
a convex hexagon) in many different ways; sixty, in 
fact. Every such hexagon determines a Pascal line, 
and these lines are easily seen to be all distinct. 
The fifteen connectors of the six given points inter
sect at forty-five other points; and through each of 
these there are four of the sixty Pascal lines. The 
Pascal lines meet also by threes at twenty other 
points, called Steiner points, one on each line; and 
again by threes at sixty other points, Kirkman points, 
three to a line. The twenty Steiner points lie by 
fours on fifteen other lines, and the sixty Kirkman 
points by threes on twenty other lines. These state
ments will serve to indicate the almost boundless 
possibilities in this innocent-looking theorem. 

We will consider another special case, that of a 

hexagon inscribed in an ellipse, and carry out its proof 

and those of three simple corollaries, making use of the 

conjugate coordinate system. 

PASCAL'S THEOREM: The opposite sides of a hexagon 

inscribed in an ellipse meet in three collinear points. 

The hexagon in Figure 16 is drawn with its sides 

intersecting internally rather than externally, as in the 
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Fig. 16 

more usual convex hexagon, to avoid the practical diffi

culty of intersections far away from the ellipse. This 

feature in no way destroys the generality of the proof. 

The coordinates of the vertices are 

x.y x̂  = i(l/t|̂ )(k*tL - 1) 

and 

ŷ  = Kl/ti)(k* - tl) (i = 1,2,...6) 

The equations of the sides of the figure are found to be 

[i(l/tL)(k* - t^ - i(l/tj)(k* - t;)]x 

-[i(l/ti)(k*tt - 1) - i(l/tj)(kHj' - l)]y 

+ i(l/tLtj)(kHt - l)(k'' - tf) - (kUj" - l)(k* - t>) = 

(i,j = 1,2,...6; Ij^i) 

= 0 



or 

2ttj(k* - tt) - ti(k^ - tj)]x 

-2ltj(kHt - 1) - tt(k»t; - l)]y 

3.3 + (k»t> - l)(k^ - tj) " (k^; - l)(k* - t*) = 0. 

The coordinates of points A, B, and C may be fo\md by 

solving simultaneously the equations for segments 23 and 

56, 3k and 61, 12 and ^5, respectively. For point A we 

have equation 3.3 with 1 = 2 and j = 3 to be solved 

with the same equation when 1 = 5 and j = 6. Using 

Cramer's rule and simplifying shows 

3 .^ 
_ (k^ - pRkHstt, + l ) ( t z -t- t j ) - (kHrta + l ) ( t ^ -»• t>)] 

^^ " 2[(k* + tzt5)(k*t5t(, + 1) - (k* + t^tb)(k't^t3 + D ] . 

The conjugate of this equation is 

3.5 
_ (k̂ ^ - pRk^ + tstu)itz + ty) - (k^ + tzt3)( ts + tfe)] 

^^ " 2[(kHtt3 + l)(k*+ t5tfc) - (k^tstt + l)(k^ + txt,)] . 

The coordinates of points B and C may be found by 

cyclically permuting the subscripts in these two expressions; 

to display them at this point is unnecessary. 

The three points A, B, and C are collinear if 

the area of the triangle of which they are vertices is 
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zero. This area is given by the determinant 

-1/^i 

^A y*. 1 

Xft y 5 1 

Xe yc 1 

Evaluation of this determinant, although not difficult in 

principle, is most tedious and laborious. To appreciate 

this fact, observe that there will be 3! terms in the 

expansion, each containing two factors identical to 3.^ 

and 3.5 except for the subscripts. In order to combine 

these terms, a common denominator involving terms of 

degree six in t must be found. The result is the antici

pated zero. 

Pascal's theorem for polygons having fewer than 

six sides is now very easily established by manipulating 

subscripts. 

COROLLARY 1: The tangent to an ellipse at one 

vertex of an inscribed pentagon meets the opposite side 

of the pentagon at a point collinear with the points of 

intersection of the two pairs of opposite remaining sides. 

The situation may be -understood by allowing points 

5 and 6 in the previous theorem to coincide (see Figure 

1 7 ) , causing the segment joining these points to become 

the tangent at the coincident points. We may see 
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Fig. 17 

that the points A, B, and C are collinear by simply 

replacing t̂  by ts throughout the argument for the 

hexagonal case. 

This theorem may be used in the construction of a 

tangent to an ellipse at any point. A pentagon may be 

inscribed in the ellipse in such a way that the given 

point is one of the vertices, and the side opposite the 

given point extended until it intersects a line drawn 

through the intersection of the remaining pairs of oppo

site sides. If this procedure is repeated for consecutive 

vertices, the two tangents thus constructed will inter

sect in the polar point of the side of the pentagon 

joining those two vertices. 
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COROLLARY 2: Pairs of opposite sides of a quad

rangle inscribed in an ellipse and pairs of tangents to 

the ellipse at opposite vertices meet in four collinear 

points. 

We proceed as before, this time letting points 2 

and 3 coincide, which changes the side connecting these 

points to a tangent at the coincident point (see Figure 18). 

Points A, B, and C are still the intersections of the 

same segments as in the case of the hexagon and proof that 

A, B, and C are collinear follows immediately. To 

show point D is on the Pascal line, we have only to allow 

the sjmibols for each of the points to be advanced one 

position as in Figure 19, and observe that point D becomes 

point A (the intersection of the segments joining points 

juMtam iiHJU îiA 
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2,3 and 5,6) which has already been shown to lie on the 

line. This procedure is permissible because the advance 

of the symbols described is a cyclic permutation and the 

designation of the vertices is completely arbitrary. 

COROLLARY 3: The tangents to an ellipse at the 

vertices of an inscribed triangle meet the opposite sides 

in three collinear points. 

Fig. 20 
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In Figure 20 we let pairs of adjacent vertices 

coincide forming the required sides of the triangle and 

the tangents at its vertices. Again, A, B, and C are 

the collinear points. 

It is interesting to notice the case of the degen

erate polygon of two coincident sides that is formed when 

the vertices are allowed to coincide in consecutive groups 

of three. 

4,5,4) 

Fig. 21 

Point A in Figure 21 is the pole of the chord 

and since the segments joining 3 and ^, 6 and 1, k and 

5J 1 and 2 are all coincident, points B and C may lie 

anywhere on the produced chord. The familiar Pascal line 

is thus seen to degenerate into a pencil of lines having 

A as its vertex. 

'̂, >̂  -V .:> v> C i\, T . E I X H S 
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